Fast, Fun & Easy® Needle Felting

Modello: LIBCEN-10508

Fast, Fun & Easy® Needle Felting
- A beginner's guide to crafting's new craze - needle felting
- Learn in minutes! Everything you need to know about tools, materials, and techniques
- Embellish woolen wearables and accessories, or create your own felted fabric projects
- Create necklaces, bracelets, hat accessories, even soft buttons and beads

Author: Lynne Farris, 48 pages.

Price: € 22.54 (incl. VAT)
Simplify with Camille Roskelley

Simplify with Camille Roskelley
Quilts for the Modern Home!
Simplify Your Life and Make It More Beautiful
✦ Build your quilting skills with bright, fun projects using convenient precuts!
✦ 8 quilt projects plus 4 pillow patterns to make from leftover fabrics
✦ Includes Camille’s creative tips for simplifying your life
Use pre-cut jelly rolls, fat quarters, and more to add fresh, new style to your home. Enjoy the simple things in life—with colors and patterns that your whole family will love.
112 pages.

Price: € 21.99 (incl. VAT)
Kim Schaefer's Calendar Quilts

Modello: LIBCT-9781571208330

Kim Schaefer's Calendar Quilts: 12 Months of Fun, Fusible Projects
Charming Wall Quilts All Year 'Round!
• 12 seasonal wall quilt projects • Quick and easy-make one for yourself and more for gifts • Transferring appliqué designs is a snap with this handy package of full-size patterns • Signature colors and motifs from best-selling author, Kim Schaefer • Darling images combine piecing and fusible appliqué
Start a family tradition that you'll enjoy all year 'round by making these adorable wall quilts. Hang a new one in your home each month! Smile with your cheery snowman in the winter, laugh at the mischievous ants crawling through your summer picnic, and get your apple ready for the teacher in the fall.
16 page color booklet + 6 pattern sheets
Author: Kim Schaefer

Price: € 17.95 (incl. VAT)
Appliqué Petal Party

da: C&T Publishing

Modello: LIBCT-9781571208613

Applique Petal Party: A Bouquet of 16 Quilt Blocks and Flowering Border
Celebrate the Beauty of Flowers with Appliqué:
• 16 wonderful 12 1/2" bouquet blocks and floral border make a 73" x 73" finished quilt • Make the whole quilt or use one block as a pillow or wall hanging • Package includes needle-turn appliqué basics and step-by-step instructions for the project quilt • Full-size, easy-to-use appliqué patterns

Celebrate the beauty of flowers with this festive floral appliqué quilt. The package includes instructions and photos of a variety of other color and fabric options, including wool appliqué.

Author: Susan Brubaker Knapp
8 pages.

Price: € 17.95 (incl. VAT)
Sweet Treats

Modello: LIBCT-9781571204233

Sweet Treats
It's a Quilting Party in a Book!
• Create 12 intricate-looking but easy-to-make quilts from just 2 simple blocks
• 10 matching dessert recipes from Sandy’s kitchen—choose from Lemon Chiffon Pie, Chocolate Decadence, Blueberry Cobbler, and other luscious treats
• Give your quilts a unique flavor using Sandy’s secrets for working with color and value

You won't believe the tasty effects you can create with four-patch and half-square triangle blocks! Popular teacher Sandy Bonsib shows you how to combine the principles of color and value with 2 simple blocks to make quilts that look like you worked a lot harder than you did. As an added bonus, the quilt projects come with recipes for 10 decadent desserts. Sew, eat, and enjoy!

Sandy Bonsib is a professional teacher and a passionate quilter. Her designs have appeared in numerous magazines, and on the TV shows Simply Quilts and Lap Quilting. 88 pages.

Price: € 27.95 (incl. VAT)
Fast, Fat Quarter Baby Quilts with M'Liss Rae Hawley

Welcome Little Ones with Quick Quilts & Gifts

- The perfect baby gift!
- 10 snuggly cotton and flannel quilts for infants or toddlers, plus bonus layette set and 2 adorable doll quilts to make from leftovers
- These little quilts are so easy to make, you can finish one in just a day
- Go beyond pastels—a gallery of 40+ quilts shows each project in several different color schemes

What says love better than wrapping a baby or young child in a soft, cuddly, handmade quilt? Now you can make an unforgettable baby gift in a day or less, even if you're a beginner. This delightful assortment by M'Liss Rae Hawley includes a guide to quiltmaking basics and advice on creatively combining fat quarters with large-scale prints and other fabrics.

Author: M'Liss Rae Hawley
88 pages.

Price: € 25.95 (incl. VAT)
Scandinavian Stitches

da: C&T Publishing

Modello: LIBCT-9781607050070

Scandinavian Stitches
21 Playful Projects with Seasonal Flair
Every Season Brings a New Reason to Quilt and Sew!

- 21 whimsical projects include quilts, softies, pillows, and ornaments
- Find new inspiration in the seasons of Scandinavia
- A fresh, modern take on folk art for decorating and gifting
- Easy to make by hand or machine - scrap-friendly, too!

"The first flowers of spring, the smell of the sea, the warm colors of the maple leaves..." inspire Kajsa to stitch, sew, and share. Each season is a new beginning and a great reason to take on a new project. Her bright, colorful designs are sure to make you smile.

Author: Kajsa Wikman. 128 pages.

Price: € 22.95 (incl. VAT)
Fast, Fun & Easy® Christmas Decorations

da: C&T Publishing

Modello: LIBCT-9781571203403

Fast, Fun & Easy® Christmas Decorations: Festive Fabric Keepsakes to Create & Embellish
Create Your Own Collection of Fabulous Christmas Ornaments & Decorations:
- Handmade holiday charm! Create easy ornaments, wreaths, gift boxes, Advent calendars, angels—even "gingerbread" houses
- Quick techniques feature fast2fuse® Double-Sided Fusible Stiff Interfacing and even no-sew projects!
- A variety of buttons, baubles and trims add sparkle
- Kids can help! Lots of snow-day and fun-day projects for all ages

Best-selling author Linda Johansen works wonders with simple materials and trims! Whether you have an hour or a weekend, you can create clever, winsome decorations to add sparkle to your holiday home. Perfect for gifts, too! Easy-to-find supplies include felt and cotton fabrics plus fusible, threads, and trims.
64 pages.

Price: € 16.95 (incl. VAT)
Fast, Fun & Easy Christmas Stockings

da: C&T Publishing

Modello: LIBCT-9781571203052

Fast, Fun & Easy Christmas Stockings: Festive Fabric Projects to Stir Your Imagination
Celebrate the Season with These Fabulous Gift-Giving Ideas:

- Simple techniques, fantastic results! Stunning stockings have never been so easy
- Sew and embellish full-size or miniature stockings
- 6 delightful projects with full-size patterns, plus lots of variations
- Personalize your stocking with fabric scraps, trim, and embellishments, then create a one-of-a-kind label
- Miniature stockings are perfect for keepsake place cards, ornaments, or as gifts
- Great for all quilters and crafters - have fun making stockings for everyone on your list

Author: Susan S. Terry. 48 pages.

Price: € 14.95 (incl. VAT)
Fast, Fun & Easy® Scrapbook Quilts

da: C&T Publishing

Modello: LIBCT-9781571202529

Fast, Fun & Easy Scrapbook Quilts: Create a Keepsake for Every Memory

Quilting plus scrapbooking equals one dynamite combination! Put your best memories on display! Now it’s simple to turn your latest vacation, family event, or favorite activity into a one-of-a-kind quilted keepsake. Sue Astroth’s scrapbook quilts blend quilting with fun embellishments for a personalized heirloom you and your family will treasure forever:

- 15 quick and easy projects include kids, nature, patriotic, art, and ethnic themes - and more!
- Add vintage photos, memorabilia, stamping, decorative papers, and other imaginative embellishments
- No photo transfer involved - use simple color copies instead
- 1 basic quilt pattern, step-by-step instructions, and lots of creative suggestions allow limitless design and embellishment possibilities
- Use the projects as a jumping-off point for your own stories
- Ideal family activity - no-sew options make the process enjoyable for children and inexperienced crafters, too

Author: Sue Astroth. 64 pages.

Price: € 17.95 (incl. VAT)
Books and Magazines

Quilter's Favorites - traditional pieced & appliquéd (vol.1)
da: C&T Publishing

Modello: LIBCT-9781571207951

Quilter's Favorites—Traditional Pieced & Appliquéd
A Collection of 21 Timeless Projects for All Skill Levels. Make Your Next Quilt a Classic:

- 21 pieced and appliqué quilts for all skill levels, chosen by the editors of C&T Publishing
- Includes quilts from Alex Anderson, Piece O' Cake Designs, Diana McClun and Laura Nownes, and many more
- Wide variety of techniques and sizes
- Styles from traditional to contemporary

You're sure to find projects you'll love making in this collection that combines clever takes on favorite blocks and appliqué motifs with fresh, contemporary fabrics.

112 pages.

Price: € 24.95 (incl. VAT)
100+ No-Sew Fabric Crafts for Kids

da: C&T Publishing

Modello: LIBCT-9781571206183

100+ No-Sew Fabric Crafts for Kids
Hours of Fun, Oodles of Projects • Gifts, Toys, Playful Decorations & More!
Too Cute! No-Sew Children's Games, Toys, Gifts, and Decorations

- 100+ fun, no-sew toys, games, and other small treasures
- Have fun creating them with children and for children
- Includes dozens of projects with coordinating patterns, plus photo gallery with lots more ideas
- Use your favorite novelty fabrics

Need a quick party favor? A rainy-day game? A gift for a baby or child? You'll find all those and much more in this charming book of no-sew children's projects - bookmarks, coasters, mobiles, games and toys, party goods, room décor, and holiday goodies.

Author: Mary Link. 96 pages.

Price: € 16.95 (incl. VAT)
Simple Foundations Translucent Vellum Paper

da: C&T Publishing

Modello: LIBCT-9781571208217

Simple Foundations Translucent Vellum Paper

Discover perfect paper piecing with Simple Foundations! Introducing a translucent foundation for paper piecing that just may change your life! See-through "Simple Foundations" paper will make all your paper-piecing projects simple to prepare and stitch.

- 30 sheets of translucent vellum foundation paper
- Use with any photocopier, inkjet, or laser printer, or trace patterns without a light box - the design shows through the paper!
- Fabric placement and stitching are a breeze
- Tears away easily after stitching
- Ideal for use with all your foundation-piecing patterns and a must-have for Anita Grossman Solomon’s "Make It Simpler" technique

30 sheets by Anita Grossman Solomon

Price: € 16.53 (incl. VAT)
Books and Magazines

Quilter's Freezer Paper Sheets
da: C&T Publishing

Modello: LIBCT-9781571206503

Quilter's Freezer Paper Sheets
Handy, printable freezer paper sheets are the perfect size for printing patterns or templates in an ink-jet printer or all-in-one.

- Sheets lie flat - no ironing needed
- Reusable

30 reusable 8 1/2" x 11" sheets are perfect for piecing, appliqué, or any freezer-paper technique.

CLICK HERE to download a free paper piecing pattern, Little Fishes Too by Judy Mathieson, for use with Quilter's Freezer Paper Sheets. (Pdf requires Adobe Acrobat Reader.)

Price: € 12.00 (incl. VAT)
Easy Bias - Covered Curves

da: C&T Publishing

Modello: LIBCT-9781571203441

Easy Bias - Covered Curves: Create Quilts with WOW Appeal
Free-Wheeling Fun with Easy-Sew Circles and Curves:

- No curved-seam piecing, no raw edges, no stress!
- Fabric bias strips are the key to beautifully-finished curves
- Great for quilters at every level - beginners love the simple technique, and experienced quilters can design their own variations
- Match fabrics for a subtle look, or use contrasting bias for a vivid design element

These artful quilts are breathtaking to look at, and surprisingly easy to make! Fabric bias covers raw fabric edges in a quick, accurate technique. Wendy introduces simple blocks plus lots of variations and sample quilts. Detailed illustrations follow for a project quilt-or create your own.

Author: Wendy Hill. 96 pages.

Price: € 26.99 (incl. VAT)
Easy & Elegant Lone Star Quilts

da: C&T Publishing

Modello: LIBCT-9781571202888

Easy & Elegant Lone Star Quilts: All the WOW Without the Work!

Stunning Lone Stars the Easy Way:

- Create a Lone Star bed-size quilt in a snap!
- Just 16 pieces of large-scale prints make a big, gorgeous Lone Star
- 6 quilt projects with full-size patterns and step-by-step instructions
- Luscious Lone Stars everyone - beginners to advanced quilters - can master
- Tips for selecting fabric that will make your star shine!

Author: Shirley Stutz.
96 pages + pattern pullout.

Price: € 24.99 (incl. VAT)
Make Your First Quilt with M'Liss Rae Hawley

da: C&T Publishing

Modello: LIBCT-9781571204660

Make Your First Quilt with M'Liss Rae Hawley: Beginner's Step-by-Step Guide • 9 Fabulous Blocks • Tips & Techniques.

Get Started Quilting Fast With This Handy Portable Guide:

- Learning to quilt is easy with this handy reference guide full of M'Liss's tips and time-saving techniques
- Lots of helpful how-to photos you'll use again and again
- Portable, purse-sized book opens flat so it's easy to refer to while you work
- Make 9 easy blocks, each one a traditional favorite, then turn the blocks into a charming sampler quilt. (Bonus! Make a matching pillow or a quick 4-block quilt)
- Detailed shopping list includes all the materials you need to complete the quilt, including basic quilting supplies and the specific fabrics

Bestselling author and teacher M'Liss is back again with this essential tool for beginning quilters. The tool has everything you need to know to make a beautiful quilt-M'Liss takes you step by step from start to finish. 64 pages.

Price: € 16.99 (incl. VAT)
Fresh Fabric Treats

da: C&T Publishing

Modello: LIBCT-9781607053514

Fresh Fabric Treats: 16 Yummy Projects to Sew from Jelly Rolls, Layer Cakes & More. With Your Favorite Moda Bake Shop Designers

- A delightful mix of 16 projects from your favorite Moda project designers
- Projects include 7 quilts, plus totes, organizers, and more
- Perfect for all skill levels—the main ingredients for these projects are handy Moda pre-cuts such as jelly rolls, layer cakes, and turnovers.

In this deliciously inspiring book, 15 popular project designers from the Moda Bake Shop serve it up in style! Their recipes are simple: Start with a mix of Moda pre-cuts, sprinkle in some eye-catching details, and then top it all off with creative garnishes. Easy-to-follow instructions, vibrant photographs, and a variety of clever tips make these projects a snap to complete! The Moda Bake Shop showcases a wide variety of projects from today's most talented designers. All the recipes on the site are made with Moda Fabric pre-cuts.

128 pages

Price: € 21.95 (incl. VAT)
French Braid Transformation

da: C&T Publishing

Modello: LIBCT-9781607052289

French Braid Transformation: 12 Spectacular Strip-Pieced Quilts

- 12 new projects for both beginner and experienced quilters
- Enjoy simple, straight piecing while using your favorite fat quarters and scraps
- These designs look way more difficult to sew than they really are!

The best-selling author of French Braid Quilts and French Braid Obsession takes the braid in a whole new direction! You'll be inspired by a wide variety of color schemes from neutrals to primaries, and everything in between. Start at the beginning with the traditional version, and work your way through Jane's exciting, modern evolution of this pattern.

Author: Jane Hardy Miller

80 pages

Price: € 24.95 (incl. VAT)
Tradtions from Elm Creek Quilts

Modello: LIBCT-9781607054023

Traditions from Elm Creek Quilts: 13 Quilt Projects to Piece & Appliqué

Bring a bit of Elm Creek into your home with the latest quilt designs inspired by the New York Times best-selling series. Jennifer shares her inspiration for the characters in her last six novels - their quilts and their stories. Includes the popular Cornucopia of Thanks sampler with blocks to symbolize what you are thankful for.

You will love this beautiful new group of traditional quilt projects, including two Hawaiian-style patterns and a Double Wedding Ring quilt. Enjoy reading "behind the seams" of each story that featured these pieced and appliquéd favorites from The Winding Ways Quilt, The Quilter's Kitchen, The Lost Quilter, A Quilter's Holiday, The Aloha Quilt, The Union Quilters, and The Wedding Quilt.

Author: Jennifer Chiaverini

96 pages color + 2 pattern pullouts

Price: € 25.36 (incl. VAT)
Special Delivery Quilts #2 with Patrick Lose

da: C&T Publishing

Modello: LIBCT-9781607052609

Special Delivery Quilts #2 with Patrick Lose
10 Cuddly Quilts for Baby
These whimsical quilts are ideal for baby showers, christenings, and first birthdays. Projects are quick, easy, and fun to make, even for new quilters. Includes full-size appliqué templates, from a complete alphabet to dreamy stars and gentle giraffes.
Popular designer Patrick Lose brings you a charming new collection of baby quilts in his signature style. Add a handmade touch of delight to any nursery, and keep your sweet baby warm and snuggly.

Author: Patrick Lose
56 pages color + 3 pattern pullouts

Price: € 25.36 (incl. VAT)
Sunday Morning Quilts

*Modello: LIBCT-9781607054276*

Sunday Morning Quilts: 16 Modern Scrap Projects • Sort, Store, and Use Every Last Bit of Your Treasured Fabrics

Are scrap piles wreaking havoc in your sewing space? Not sure what to do with all those tiny bits of gorgeous prints you hate to part with? Modern quilters Amanda and Cheryl share a passion for scraps—they’re here to help you get creative and sew new life into every last little piece. Your Sunday mornings just got a whole lot cozier!

- 16 bold and scrappy quilt projects include piecing, appliqué, and improvisational work
- Ideas for how to adapt patterns for your own personal “Sunday morning” style
- Tips for effectively cutting, storing, and organizing your scraps
- Explore what makes a quilt “modern”

Authors: Amanda Jean Nyberg, Cheryl Arkison

144 pages

**Price: € 23.14** (incl. VAT)
Traditional Fat Quarter Quilts

da: C&T Publishing

Modello: LIBCT-9781607054375

Traditional Fat Quarter Quilts: 11 New Projects from Open Gate

Some quilts beg to be snuggled under, hot cocoa in hand. Renowned patternmaker, Monique Dillard, delivers plenty of just such quilts in this jam-packed book. Quiltmaking basics for 11 fat-quarter quilts demonstrate how stash scraps can create interesting interplay that’s both familiar and fresh. These handsome Americana-style quilts are comforting and cozy and perfect for everyday enjoyment.

- Patterns galore at a great value!
- Learn clever shortcuts and streamlined techniques for easy piecing
- Classic and traditional with a scrappy look

Author: Monique Dillard
64 pages

Price: € 17.10 (incl. VAT)
Socks Appeal

Modello: LIBCT-9781607051947

Socks Appeal: 16 Fun & Funky Friends Sewn from Socks

- Turn your favorite socks into adorable bunnies, kittens, hamsters, turtles, penguins and more
- 16 projects are categorized by skill level, from super-simple to more advanced
- Your dryer ate a brand new sock? No worries-stray singles can now become the perfect gift in just an hour

Enjoy making whimsical stuffed animals using baby socks, knee socks, crew socks…any kinds of socks rock! Give your critter's face plenty of creative expression by embellishing with your favorite buttons and embroidery. Several projects are easy enough for children to make for their own toybox, but you’ll want a bunch of these irresistible cuties for yourself, too!

Author: Brenna Maloney
128 pages

Price: € 18.10 (incl. VAT)
Pillow Pop

Make a distinctive statement with eye-catching modern designs - choose from 25 different 18" to 20" square pillow projects to decorate your home. Pull out your favorite fabrics and have fun stitching up something new to adorn your bed or favorite chair.

- Popular blogger and modern sewist Heather Bostic brings you a sensational selection of pillow projects - 20 designers with fresh, modern style offer something for everyone at any skill level - Try different techniques like paper-piecing, quilting, embroidery, and appliqué

Price: € 15.87 (incl. VAT)
Foolproof Machine Quilting

da: C&T Publishing

Modello: LIBCT-9781571205094

Foolproof Machine Quilting
- Design and stitch beautiful machine quilting the easy way, with the walking foot on your home sewing machine - Learn to combine the right needles, threads, and batting to create exactly the look you want - Add style to your machine quilting with heavy-weight threads and your machine's built-in decorative stitches - Use paper folding and cutting to create your own simple quilting motifs and border designs - Learn to adapt commercial templates and stencils into quilting motifs

Author: Mary Mashuta

64 pages

Price: € 20.48 (incl. VAT)
Quilter's Favorites, Volume 2: Pieced Points & Stars

da: C&T Publishing

Modello: LIBCT-9781571208364

Quilter's Favorites, Volume 2: Pieced Points & Stars
This is a collection of 19 fantastic quilt designs from some of the world's most popular quilters. It includes quilts from: Alex Anderson, Carol Doak, Jean Wells, M'Liss Rae Hawley, and many more. Hand-picked by the editors at C&T publishing, this volume brings together a collection of more than 19 stunning quilt designs featuring points, peaks, and spikes. Featuring both traditional and paper-piecing patterns, from some of the biggest names in the industry - including Alex Anderson, Piece O’ Cake Designs, and Carol Doak - “Quilter's Favorites” has something for everyone.
Author: Liz Aneloski
108 pages.

Price: € 24.95 (incl. VAT)
**Making Quilts with Kathy Doughty of Material Obsession**

Modello: LIBCT-9781607058229

Making Quilts with Kathy Doughty of Material Obsession
- 21 inspiring projects from expert quilter, Kathy Doughty, of the popular Australian shop Material Obsession
- Patterns are designed in a variety of styles to appeal to any sewist no matter what her taste
- Learn how to make good decisions relating to color value and contrast for balanced impact

Believing that each quilt is but a starting point for a new quilt, Kathy Doughty shares 21 of her patterns and invites you to recreate them in your own voice. You'll find quilts you love and quilts you don't like at all. She encourages you to discover in each quilt what appeals to you. To help you define your own style, each quilt pattern is outlined by three exploratory tips regarding concept, technique, and fabric choices. Simply follow the easy guidelines and let your instincts make your choices.

**Author:** Kathy Doughty

144 pages

**Price:** € 24.95 (incl. VAT)
Date Keeper - Modern Quilts

da: C&T Publishing

Modello: LIBCT-9781607057574

Date Keeper—Modern Quilts
Record all the milestones of your life in this beautiful calendar and keep them at your fingertips forever. The Date Keeper weekly perpetual calendar helps you remember important birthdays, anniversaries, graduations, and special occasions. There’s even room for your family tree. Featuring 60 gorgeous masterpiece quilts, this heirloom-quality, spiral-bound album will last a lifetime.
- Makes a lovely keepsake gift
- Enter dates only once—no need to transfer to a new calendar every year
- Includes guide to anniversary gifts, plus each month’s birthday gemstones and flowers

Price: € 17.36 (incl. VAT)
Rose Star Quilt Pattern

da: C&T Publishing

Modello: LIBDC-9781617453489

Slice a stack of simple teardrops for a hexagon-shaped quilt with unlimited possibilities. Understand colour placement and value like never before with best-selling author Marci Baker. Use your designers eye to guide you, creating an illusion of colorful stars and vivacious flower bursts.

Author: Marci Baker
20 Pages in English

Price: € 10.50 (incl. VAT)
Stitch Kitsch

da: C&T Publishing

Modello: LIBDC-9781617450556

Popular fabric and pattern designer Jennifer Heynen invites you to choose your own sewing adventure with 44 playful projects that make perfect gifts. From pouches and pincushions to quilts and cheerful home decor, each of the 11 featured designs includes 3 happy variations. Turn a funky wallhanging into bull’s-eye pillows, a pom-pom trivet, or a lap quilt. Choose your own sewing adventure, and then embellish projects with embroidery, buttons, trims, topstitching, and fusible appliqué (full-size patterns included)—until they are uniquely yours.

Author: Jennifer Heynen

104 Pages in English

Price: € 20.30 (incl. VAT)
The New Quick & Easy Block Tool

da: C&T Publishing

Modello: LIBDC-9781617452314

The ultimate no-math reference for quilters is back and better than ever, with 110 traditional quilt blocks in 5 sizes each! Ultra-portable and indispensable, this updated reference keeps the cutting instructions at your fingertips with more blocks, more diagrams, and more practical tips. Highlights include dozens of precut-friendly designs and a complete block index, plus convenient rotary-cutting charts and reference tables that no quilter should be without. Exploded block diagrams and repeat layouts make construction a breeze. With colour-filled sample blocks, blank line drawings, and design tips to spur your creativity, you can easily create a unique project for each block!

- New and improved! The ultimate no-math reference for quilters
- 110 traditional blocks in 5 sizes each, with design tips, diagrams, and color inspiration
- New, easy-to-use size with handy reference tables, rotary-cutting charts, and a block index

Author: Liz Aneloski
128 Pages in English

Price: € 17.00 (incl. VAT)